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Abstract

This document describes the operational capabilities of the mPath IoR concentration monitor. The sensor is used
to provide accurate inline protein concentration measurements in a wide range of unit operations. Through failure
mode and effects analysis (FMEA) key operational risks are identified. The risks were investigated experimentally
enabling us to provide robust operational conditions of the sensor.
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Introduction

Measuring product concentration is imperative during bioprocessing as it can be both a critical process parameter
and a critical quality attribute. With the trend toward quality by design and continuous processing, there is
increased necessity for inline concentration measurement outside the linear range of commonly used inline
methods, such as ultraviolet (UV).
Pall’s mPath IoR concentration monitor utilizes index of refraction to provide accurate inline concentration
measurement. The sensor is equipped with a light-emitting diode (LED) that shines light onto an optical window
that is in contact with a solution. A photodiode array detector measures the angle of reflected light from the
optical window to calculate the refractive index of the solution. A simple calibration curve is then used to
determine the protein concentration.
Figure 1
Schematic of the optical sensor used in the mPath IoR concentration monitor

Several advantages and benefits are attributed to the use of this technology. With the ability to collect data
continuously, processes can be monitored and controlled in real time. Additionally, the sensor has a broad linear
range, high accuracy and short response time. These attributes enable the sensor to be positioned to several unit
operations with a wide range of operation parameters. It is important to understand and test the effects these
operational parameters have on the sensor’s uniformity, accuracy repeatability and stability.
A FMEA was performed to identify key technical operational risks that different physicochemical properties could
have on the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor. In this document we present a thorough design space
examination of the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor under the following parameters: pressure, flow rate,
pump type, sensor type, light exposure, sensor positioning, sensor stability over time, degassing of solutions, axial
mixing within the chamber and limits of detection and quantitation of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). We show
sensor robustness and capability, under all conditions tested. Finally, operational recommendations will be shared
to facilitate the correct operation of the sensor.
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Physicochemical Operational Parameter Design of Experiment (DoE)

To test how the sensor performs under several different physicochemical parameters known to be within the
normal bioprocessing range. A DoE approach is taken to monitor the effects on IoR signal of the following
parameters: pressure, light exposure, flow rate, fluid condition (composition) and pump type. The DoE was
designed as a 5-factor full factorial design. This experiment was performed with both the 1/16 in. and 1/14 in. bore IoR
sensors. 100% ethanol and water were used to investigate different fluid conditions. The pump types used were
peristaltic and diaphragm (Quattroflow◆), as they are common in the industry. The chosen flow rates and pressures
cover the maximum operating range for each sensor size. The specific testing levels for each sensor size are shown
in Table 1
Table 1
DoE Factorial design levels
1

/16 in. Sensor

1

/16 in. Sensor

1/
14

in. Sensor

1

/14 in. Sensor

Factor

Level 1

Level 2

Level 1

Level 2

ow rate

1 mL/min

120 mL/min

1 mL/min

1920 mL/min

Pressure

0.5 bar

2.7 bar

0.5 bar

5.5 bar

Darkness

Dark

Light

Dark

Light

Fluid condition

Distilled water

100% ethanol

Distilled water

100% ethanol

Pump type

Peristaltic

Diaphragm

Peristaltic

Diaphragm

Data for both sensors sizes is shown in the figure below (Figure 2). Here we compare the obtained measured
refractive index units (RIU) with the expected RIU values for 100% ethanol and water: 1.360 and 1.333 respectively.
Since different flow rates and pressures were used across the two different sensor sizes they have been labeled as
‘low’ and ’high’ for simplicity.
Figure 2
Results showing the measured RIU for all conditions, with both sensor sizes.
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It is apparent from the data that the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor exhibits highly robust
measurements under all conditions tested. All values exhibit minimal deviation from the expected known RIU. This
is true for both the 1/16 in. and 1/14 in. flow cells bore sizes. The DoE was further analyzed for statistically significant
factors. Here we use the deviation from expected value as the response and an alpha value of 0.05. The chart of the
standardized effects is seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Pareto chart of the standardized effects

The results of this DoE study show that with an alpha value of 0.05 no factors investigated have a significant effect
on the detected IoR signal. This result confirms that the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor operates in a
robust manor under the investigated design space.
Physicochemical properties of interest that did not fit the DoE have been evaluated with standalone targeted
experiments. These are described in the remainder of this document.
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Degassing of Solutions

The IoR sensor is equipped with a reading window which comes in contact with the processing fluid during
operation. Only the interaction of the window surface with the process fluid is detected for measurements (a
schematic of this interaction is seen in Figure 1). The interaction of the sensor window and the process fluid can be
disrupted by air. A phenomenon that can occur due to formation of air bubbles from solutions degassing. The
index of refraction of air has a measurement of 1.0 RIU, so there is a risk of capturing misleading measurements
when air bubbles come in contact with the sensor’s window.
The next test was on the effects of solutions degassing on the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor
measurements. To test this, we utilize highly carbonated gaseous water and non-aerated water, which both have a
known RIU of 1.333. These fluids were circulated for a period of 30 minutes across the IoR sensors. The sensors were
placed in four different orientations to find an optimal sensor positioning. The four sensors positions were: sensor
window facing up, sensor window facing down, sensor window facing up at a 45 degree horizontal and sensor
window in a vertical position. From these experiments we find that positioning the sensor window facing up
eliminates most of the misreading due to air. Additionally, data manipulation is identified as a simple approach to
mitigate the effect of solution degassing. With the use of a common data software package such as Microsoft
Excel, data is corrected by the elimination of all RIU values measuring 1.0. This can be done confidently as only air
has a RIU measurement of 1.0. The data is shown in the figure below (Figure 4)
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Figure 4
RIU measurements for aerated and not aerated solutions at the 4 tested positions. Corrected data shown.

The data for the non-aerated solution shows that accurate measurements were collected on all sensor positions.
Thus, for solutions that may contain air it is recommended to place the sensor window facing up and to correct
data by removing all measurements of 1.0 RIU.
Additionally, the sensor can be used to detect solutions degassing as its main application. Positioning the sensor
window facing up at a 45 degree angle will promote interaction of generated bubbles with the sensor window;
allowing the early detection of solutions degassing.
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Axial Flow Within the Chamber

The mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor is capable of monitoring rapid process changes enabling the control
of process parameters in real time. To ensure that there was no hysteresis in the IoR sensor it was compared
directly to a UV sensor. One particular concern is the uneven concentration through the fluid due to axial flow.
Since the IoR measures at the fluid wall interface axial flow may cause a delayed measurement compared to UV
sensors that measure across the process fluid. A schematic of the effects of axial flow is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5
Axial flow distribution stream

To stimulate axial flow, a high flow rate of 100 mL/min was utilized and tested using two tubing lengths, 30 cm and
2 m, with the expectation that axial flow would develop in the long straight tubing. In order to test if IoR lagged
behind UV, a solution of 10% acetone (detected by both IoR and UV) was injected into the flow path before
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reaching both a UV and IoR sensor. The hysteresis results are seen in Figure 6, as well as the hysteresis calculation
results in Table 2.
Figure 6
Acetone solution pulsation measurements with both IoR and UV on both tube lengths.
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Table 2
Hysteresis calculation for both tested flow rates
Tube Length

Average Lag

30 cm

0s

200 cm

0s

It is seen that no measurement hysteresis is detected between the IoR and UV sensors. No lag in the
measurements is detected even with 2 m of tubing between the acetone injection point and the sensors, where
axial flow effects are likely to be maximized. Axial flow effects are concluded to be negligible.
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Sensor Stability Over Time

A key characteristic of the sensor is the stability in measurements taken over extended periods of time. To address
concerns over the stability of the sensor a 10 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution was used as a model
protein. The experiment consisted on recirculating the BSA solution over a period of one week and monitoring
with three IoR sensors. Data was continuously collected to assess the drift in concentration measurement. The
results are seen in Figure 7.
Figure 7
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The data shown confirms that the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor has minimal signal drift over a oneweek period. Less than 1.0 mg/mL deviation was measured across the three sensors used. This is a clear indicator
of the sensor’s robustness over long periods of time. This result allows the positioning of the mPath IoR
concentration monitor for long duration applications.
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Limit of Detection/Limit of Quantitation

The mPath IoR concentration monitor is designed to provide a much wider linear range of detection than other
traditional protein concentration sensors. To determine the limit of detection (LOD), the limit of quantitation (LOQ)
as well as the overall range linearity of the sensor, tests were performed utilizing a representative mAb solution of
40 g/L. The solution was serially diluted until there was no longer a reading above the buffer baseline. The buffer
baseline is determined as the IoR signal obtained from the buffer matrix with no protein present. Each serial
dilution was recirculated through three sensors for 5 minutes at each level to ensure enough data was collected.
This process was collected in triplicates and UV absorbance at 280 nm was used to calculate the mAb
concentrations. The outcome of this study is shown in Figure 8. To obtain a better visualization of the lower range
of the same curve, the data is focused to the 0 to 0.1 mg/mL range and is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8
mPath IoR sensor mAb concentration linear range (complete response)
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Figure 9
mPath IoR sensor, lower limit mAb concentration linear range
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It was determined that the mPath IoR concentration monitor exhibits a linear response greater than 40 g/L. The
LOD and LOQ for this mAb were determined mathematically from the data obtained using Equation 1 and 2
respectively. Where (σ) is the standard deviation of the slope and (m) is the slope of the standard curve.
Equation 1

𝐿𝑂𝐷

.

Equation 2

𝐿𝑂𝑄
The limit of detection was determined to be 0.023 mg/mL and the limit of quantitation 0.071 mg/mL.
This linear range of detection is much wider than traditional sensors used for protein concentration. There are
several advantages to having a broad linear range such as eliminating the need for sampling, dilution and path
length variations.
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Conclusion

Based on the results shown the mPath IoR concentration monitor sensor provides reproducible data under a
broad range of conditions that may be experienced during bioprocessing. This identifies the sensor to be suitable
for monitoring the product concentration during common bioprocessing unit operations. The mPath IoR
concentration monitor sensor is particularly suited to inline monitoring of unit operations where high product
concentration is expected, such as tangential flow filtration and chromatography. In line monitoring with the use
of the mPath IoR sensor provides benefits such faster process control and no need for sampling.
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